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Luke Bryan Announces His ‘Sunset Repeat Tour' with a return to Jones Beach this summer on
Sat & Sun, July 13-14 - tix: http://LUKEBRYAN.jonesbeach.com
This morning fans woke up to Instagram posts from Luke Bryan, Cole Swindell, and Jon
Langston, no caption just a photo of the three of them looking very suspicious. Like most fans,
we could only assume that with major tours being announced over the past two weeks like
Jason Aldean, Old Dominion, Florida Georgia Line and most recently, Maren Morris, that a big
announcement was on the horizon for the “What Makes You Country” singer. Just as
suspected, hours later around 9:30PM (ET), Bryan took to social media to officially announce
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his 2019 “Sunset Repeat Tour” with guests Cole Swindell and Jon Langston. The tour kicks off
this May in Philadelphia and runs through October. Last year, Bryan brought his stadium tour to
Metlife Stadium and New York Country Swag brought two busloads of people to tailgate and
enjoy the show.

Most of the tour dates fall during the summer, allowing Bryan to be home more during the
school year, which is becoming increasingly important to him as his sons, Bo and Tate, get
older.. “We knew when I took on [American] Idol that it was going to take up a lot of my
off-season time,” Bryan told iHeartRadio in 2018. “Next year, I’m probably going to trim a few
dates off the tour. I just kinda need to settle in that mold of not doing 100 shows a year and
scale back a hair.”.. “I’ve got to start looking at like baseball schedules because my boys are
getting to where, in the Spring, they are playing baseball,” he continued. “They are old enough
to know that Dad’s halfway across the world.”

Taking its name from the 2018 Number One hit “Sunrise, Sunburn, Sunset,” the trek will launch
in May, with Cole Swindell, newcomer Jon Langston and DJ Rock supporting. As of this
announcement, dates are scheduled through October 12th, when Bryan is set to play Raleigh,
North Carolina. . What Makes You Country, Bryan’s sixth full-length album, was released in late
2017 and includes previous hits “Light It Up,’ “Most People Are Good” and “Sunrise, Sunburn,
Sunset.” The album’s title track, a Southern rock-influenced ode to country living in its many and
varied forms, is Bryan’s current single.  
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